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Figure 1: Our real-time system allows the user to virtually try-on various garments using different interactions, such as stretch-
ing the body and pulling the garment. The user first wears the color-coded measurement garment (top row), and our system
synthesizes the target garments with detailed wrinkles according to different motions.

ABSTRACT
Virtual try-on technology that replaces a customer’s wearing with
arbitrary garments can significantly improve the online cloth shop-
ping experience [1, 2, 4]. In this work, we present a real-time image-
based virtual try-on system composed of two parts, i.e., photo-
realistic clothed person image synthesis for the customers to expe-
rience the try-on result and garment capturing for the retailers to
capture the rich deformations of the target garment. Distinguished
from previous image-based virtual try-on works, we formulate the
problem as a supervised image-to-image translation problem using
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a measurement garment, and we capture the training data with a
custom actuated mannequin.
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Figure 2: Overview of our system.

1 OUR METHOD
To achieve realistic real-time virtual try-on and to support common
interactions during try-on, we propose a novel clothing person
image synthesis method and a per garment capturing method (Fig-
ure 2). The clothed person synthesis module then learns the map-
ping between the captured paired data using an image-to-image
network. The garment capturing module captures RGBD images
of the actuated mannequin wearing a garment (including the mea-
surement garment and the target garments). It produces the paired
data between the measurement and the target garment under the
same body sizes and poses.

Synthesis and try-on. When a customer comes into the fitting
room, the customer first wears the measurement garment and
stands in front of the video camera. Then the customer chooses a
target garment among those captured by the retailer and she can
move in front of the camera and change poses during the virtual
try-on. Our synthesis module takes the images of measurement and
target garment as training data, and we train an image-to-image
translation network for each measurement garment and target
garment pair. This system does not require retraining the image-to-
image translation network for each customer. Generating the try-on
result contains three stages: our system first extracts the garment
from the input camera feed, and used the extracted garment as the
input to the image-to-image translation model to infer the resulting
target garment. Finally, the inferred target garment image from the
image-to-image translation model is then re-composed back into
the original frame.

Garment capturing. To use our system, the retailer first needs to
capture the measurement garment using the actuated mannequin
in a capturing studio. After capturing the measurement garment,
the retailer can capture arbitrary target garments by repeating the
same capturing process. And then, they can use the captured paired
data to train a image-to-image translation network for each target
garment separately. We designed the basic body shape of our actu-
ated mannequin that approximates the average male body shapes
in a commonly used parametric body shape model SMPL [3]. To
enable the mannequin to pose for a large variety of motions com-
monly found during physical try-out sessions in a physical store, we
equipped it with nine degrees-of-freedoms, including independent
arm movement for both arms, four adjustable body region, and
rotation around the center (Figure 3). To improve the robustness of
the translation network used in [1] over different lighting condition,
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Figure 3: Actuated mannequin DoFs. (a) The torso of our ac-
tuatedmannequin is segmented into four adjustable regions
(illustrated in red arrows), with three front-facing actuators
and one side-facing actuator. (b) (c) And each upper arm is
actuated with two servo motors, allowing movement along
the yaw and pitch axes.
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Figure 4: Two example frames where we change the mea-
surement garment into a shirt during a video conference.

we further capture both the measurement garment and the target
garments under different light conditions.

2 RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our system, we show the virtual
try-on results of various target garment in Figure 1. On the top
row of Figure 1, we show the users wearing the measurement
garment and perform different common poses during try-on. In
the bottom row, we show the virtual try-on results synthesized by
our method. Our try-on results are with (i) detailed wrinkles,(ii)
preserved textures on the garment, and (iii) clear body parts.

2.1 Cloth changing for video conference
In recent days, we often have professional remote video conferences
with colleagues due to pandemic. Our method can virtually change
the upper body clothing without physically changing to formal
clothing such as shirt. Please watch the supplemental video for the
result.
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